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ABSTRACT
Wehave used theHubble Space Telescope’s AdvancedCamera for Surveys (ACS) to detect andmeasure5300 stars
in a single intracluster field in the Virgo Cluster. By performing F606W and F814W photometry on these stars, we
have determined their metallicity distribution function and constrained the types of stars present in this portion of
Virgo’s intracluster space. Based on the small number of stars detected that were brighter than the red giant branch
(RGB) tip, we suggest that in this region, Virgo’s intracluster stars are mostly old (k10 Gyr). Through analysis of the
RGB stars themselves, we determine that the population contains the full range of metallicities probed (2:3 
½M/H  0:0).We also present evidence that the younger (10 Gyr) component of the population is more metal-rich,
with ½M/H > 0:5. The spatial distribution of the most metal-poor stars in the field shows significantly more
structure than that of the metal-rich stars, indicating that the intracluster population is not well mixed. We discuss the
implications that these observations have for the production of intracluster stars and the dynamical evolution of the
Virgo Cluster.
Subject headinggs: galaxies: clusters: individual (Virgo Cluster) — galaxies: evolution
1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy interactions andmergers are fundamental to the process
of galaxy evolution. During these encounters, tidal forces often
eject stars from their parent galaxies into intergalactic space; these
orphaned stars then provide a fossil record of the interaction. By
studying the chemistry and age distribution of these castaway ob-
jects, we can constrain models for the galaxies’ formation and
evolution (e.g., Napolitano et al. 2003; Murante et al. 2004;
Willman et al. 2004; Sommer-Larsen et al. 2005). For example,
the metallicities of the ejected stars give us clues about the kind
of galaxies from which they originate. Likewise, the number
and spatial distribution of the stars lend insight about the types
of interactions involved and their frequency, and the kinematics
and phase-space structure of the stars provide details about the
history of a group or cluster. As a result, studies of orphaned red
giants, planetary nebulae, and globular clusters can directly con-
strain the interaction history of a system of galaxies.
The intracluster medium is particularly suitable for the mea-
surement of intergalactic stars. Galaxies in dense regions of space
are known to have redder colors and possess less gas than their
field counterparts (e.g., Dressler 1980). Similarly, cluster galaxies
appear to have evolved more rapidly than field galaxies, as exhib-
ited by their observed color shift to the red over the past few billion
years (Butcher & Oemler 1978). There are many possible expla-
nations for these differences, including gravitational interactions
and mergers among cluster galaxies (e.g., Toomre & Toomre
1972; Richstone 1976; Moore et al. 1996; Dubinski 1998; Rudick
et al. 2006), gravitational interactions with the cluster potential
(e.g., Byrd & Valtonen 1990; Moore et al. 1998; Gnedin 2003),
and the loss of gas via interactions with the intracluster medium
(e.g., Gunn & Gott 1972; Larson et al. 1980; Fujita & Nagashima
1999; Bekki et al. 2002 andmany others). Each of these processes
can leave noticeable imprints on the population of stars that reside
between the galaxy cluster members.
There have been several numerical simulations of the intra-
cluster light phenomenon. Models by Murante et al. (2004) fo-
cusing on 117 clusters with masses ranging from 1014 to 1015M
suggest that between 10% and 50% of a system’s stars may be
unattached to any galaxy, with the more massive clusters having
the larger fraction of intracluster stars. Their findings also predict
that the intracluster population should be older and more centrally
condensed than the galactic stellar population. Alternatively, the
simulations of Sommer-Larsen et al. (2005) of one Virgo-like
cluster and one Coma-like cluster produce a range for the per-
centage of intracluster stars (20%Y40%) and yield higher mean
stellar metallicities, which decrease from near solar at the cluster
core to half-solar at the virial radius. Still another set of higher
resolution models by Willman et al. (2004) predicts an intra-
cluster star fraction of between 10%and 22% in a rich galaxy clus-
ter, with most of the objects coming from the outer, metal-poor
regions of galaxies. The Willman et al. (2004) models also sug-
gest that massive galaxies are an important contributor to the
intracluster stellar population and that the mean metallicity of
these orphaned stars is ½M/Hk1.
Despite these theoretical advances, direct measurements of the
intracluster population have been difficult. Although the existence
of intracluster light has been known for some time (see Zwicky
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1951; Oemler 1973; Mattila 1977 for early studies), only recently
has the importance of this component been quantified across dif-
ferent cluster environments (Ciardullo et al. 2004; Zibetti et al.
2005; Feldmeier et al. 2004b; Aguerri et al. 2005; Gonzalez et al.
2005; Krick et al. 2006 and references therein). Moreover, little is
known about the stellar populations that make up the intracluster
light.Most analyses assume that the component is old, but the lone
observational constraint on the population’s metallicity comes
from Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) I-band photometry of stars
at the tip of the red giant branch (RGB). By comparing the bright-
nesses of these stars to that of RGB tip stars in a metal-poor dwarf
galaxy, Durrell et al. (2002) estimated the mean metallicity of the
component to be 0:8P ½M/HP0:2. Unfortunately, since
this estimate assumes that the dwarf galaxy and the intracluster
stars are at exactly the same distance, it is subject to a large sys-
tematic error.
The best place to further our knowledge of intracluster light is
in the Virgo Cluster. At a distance of 15 Mpc (Freedman et al.
2001), Virgo is the nearest system to have a significant intra-
cluster population (Ciardullo et al. 2004), and it is thus the best-
studied system to date. There have been numerous surveys of the
cluster’s intracluster planetary nebulae (Arnaboldi et al. 1996,
2002; Feldmeier et al. 2004a), which have helped trace the dis-
tribution of the intracluster stars (Arnaboldi et al. 2003, 2004;
Aguerri et al. 2005), and two small intracluster fields have been
imagedwith theWFPC2 instrument of HST (Ferguson et al. 1998;
Durrell et al. 2002). In addition, the large-scale structure of Virgo’s
intracluster light has beenmapped to a very low level via the ultra-
deep surface photometry of Mihos et al. (2005).
Here we present the results of a deepHST photometric survey
of an intracluster field of the Virgo Cluster. We use the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) to create an F606W F814W color-
magnitude diagram (CMD) of the intracluster stars and use the
data to constrain the age and metallicity of the stellar population.
In x 2,we describe our survey and the analysis techniques required
to measure the system’s metallicity distribution function. In x 3,
we discuss the results of our analysis, and their interpretation. We
show that Virgo’s intracluster stars are mostly old (>10 Gyr) and
metal-poor, with a metallicity distribution function that contains
the full range of metallicities probed by the data. However, we
also present evidence for the existence of a younger, more metal-
rich component, which may represent the results of ongoing tidal
processes. Finally, in x 4, we discuss how these results can be used
to test models of cluster formation and evolution.
2. DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
From 2005May 30 to June 7, we obtained deepHSTACS im-
ages of a Virgo Cluster intracluster field as part of project GO
10131. Our single field, located at (2000:0) ¼ 12h28m10:80s,
(2000:0) ¼ 1233020:000 (with an orientation of 112.58), was
chosen to avoid any known galaxy in the Virgo Cluster Catalog,
filaments, arcs, or other low surface brightness features of the
system. Figure 1 shows the location of our field superposed on
the ultraYlow surface brightness image of Mihos et al. (2005). As
illustrated in the figure, our field is 400 (190 kpc) from M87,
370 (170 kpc) fromM86, and located on a patch of sky that has a
meanV-band surface brightness (including background galaxies)
of   27:7 (Mihos et al. 2005).
Observations were taken through two filters, the wide V band
(F606W) and the standard I (F814W). The F814W data were
taken over a period of 11 orbits and consisted of 22 exposures
totaling 26,880 s of exposure time; the F606W frames were ac-
quired over 26 orbits and included 52 exposures with 63,440 s
of integration. These frames were combined using the PyRAF11
task MultiDrizzle,12 which removed cosmic-ray events and
geometric distortions from our series of dithered images. The
result was two co-added photometric images (in units of counts
per second), covering an exposed area of 11.39 arcmin2 with a
sampling almost twice that of the physical ACS detector, or
0.0300 pixel1. Unfortunately, the point-spread functions (PSFs)
of our co-added F606W and F814W images were not identical.
Some of the F606W frames had image headers whose coordinate
systemsweremisaligned by1 pixel.We corrected for thesemis-
alignments using the positions of point sources in the field, but due
to the small number of bright targets available for centroiding, the
accuracy of this procedure was limited to 0.0200. This caused a
slight degradation in the F606W PSF compared to that of the
F814W image. A color reproduction of our final image is shown
in Figure 2; a portion of this image is shown in color in Figure 3.
A handful of the sources that fit the image PSF and have mag-
nitudes consistent with those of Virgo Cluster red giant stars are
circled.
A cursory visual examination of our ACS images reveals sev-
eral interesting objects. In the northeast region of our field is a pre-
viously undiscovered Virgo Cluster low surface brightness dwarf
spheroidal galaxy (Durrell et al. 2007). Also present in the frame
are four candidate intracluster globular clusters (Williams et al.
2007). Finally, our field contains a large number of background
galaxies, both resolved and unresolved. Although these galaxies
may be the focus of a future study, here they are only a contam-
inant. Nevertheless, we need to understand this component if
we are to extract the maximum amount of information from the
intracluster stars.
2.1. Point-Spread Function Photometry
Weperformed PSF photometry on all objects in our field using
the DAOPHOT II andALLSTAR packages (Stetson et al. 1990).
We first used DAOFIND to create a list of sources by searching the
image for peaks that were 3  above the mean in each band. The
Fig. 1.—Deep (V < 28 mag arcsec
2 ) image of the Virgo Cluster core (Mihos
et al. 2005), with the outline of our intracluster field superposed. At the distance of
Virgo, this field is over 170 kpc from the nearest large galaxy.
11 PyRAF is a product of the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is op-
erated by AURA for NASA.
12 MultiDrizzle is a product of the Space Telescope Science Institute, which
is operated byAURA for NASA. See http://stsdas.stsci.edu/pydrizzle/multidrizzle.
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brightest of these sources were then examined by eye in order to
identify a set of objects that could be used to define the image
PSF (49 such sources were found, allowing us to fit for a varying
PSF across the field of view). Once this was done, ALLSTAR
was used to fit this PSF to the remaining 3  peaks; this generated
two lists of magnitudes and fitting statistics, one for each filter.
These lists were then cross-correlated, to produce a catalog of
11,000 sources present on both frames.
We next attempted to remove background galaxies from our
source catalog by eliminating those objects with DAOPHOT 2
fits to the PSF larger than 1.25, absolute roundness values greater
than 1.0, or image centroids that differed by more than 1 pixel
from one image to the other. (Such objects appear extended to the
eye and are therefore unlikely to be stars.) These cuts removed
roughly one-half the original sources, leaving a sample of5500
candidate stars. The instrumental magnitudes of these stars were
then scaled to 0.500 sized apertures using photometry of isolated
field stars, and extrapolated to infinite apertures and placed on the
VEGAmag system using the corrections and zero points of Sirianni
et al. (2005).
We determined the photometric errors and completeness of
this catalog via a series of artificial star experiments. We used the
frames’ PSFs to add 500 stars to each quadrant of the F606Wand
F814W images and repeated our measurement technique, in-
cluding all the procedures for the removal of contaminants. The
results were then compared with the input photometry to deter-
mine the completeness and accuracy of our measurements. The
process was repeated 100 times to produce a total of 200,000
artificial stars with magnitudes in the ranges 30:0 < mF814W <
25:3 and 0:7 < (F606W F814W) < 3:3.
2.2. Background Contamination and Aperture Photometry
2.2.1. SExtractor
In addition to the PSF photometry, we used the SExtractor
software package, version 2.3b2 (Bertin & Arnouts 1996), to
detect, measure, and, most importantly, classify objects on our
frames. As in our DAOPHOT analysis, we ran SExtractor inde-
pendently on our F814Wand F606W frames, using a 3  detec-
tion threshold over a 2 pixel (radius) region, and applied the
Sirianni et al. (2005) calibrations to transform our instrumental
magnitudes into the VEGAmag system. This yielded a catalog of
10,100 objects, with5800 classified as stars and4300 clas-
sified as galaxies. The same artificial stars were then run through
Fig. 2.—Image of our ACS survey field. In the image, blue represents 2 ; F606W F814W, green represents F606W, and red represents F814W. The image is
oriented with north up and east to the left, and the field of view is 20200 on a side. Contained in the image are four candidate intracluster globular clusters, one previously
undiscovered Virgo Cluster dwarf spheroidal galaxy, numerous background galaxies, and 5300 intracluster stars.
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the SExtractor routine to determine the photometric errors and
completeness of this procedure.
A comparison between our DAOPHOT and SExtractor mea-
surements demonstrates that there is good agreement between
the photometric packages for all but the faintest objects. Al-
though SExtractor is able to measure magnitudes for more point
sources at the frame limit than ALLSTAR, the photometric errors
associated with SExtractor are always larger than those found by
DAOPHOT, and, more importantly, the SExtractor errors are sys-
tematic at the faintest magnitudes. This is demonstrated in Fig-
ure 4, which plots the results of artificial star experiments for both
algorithms. At mF814W ¼ 27, the scatter in the SExtractor error is
  0:12, compared to 0.06 for DAOPHOT, and by mF814W ¼
28:5, there is a significant departure from a mean of zero.
In contrast to its photometric limitations, SExtractor is much
better than DAOPHOT at discriminating background galaxies
from Virgo’s intracluster stars. This is demonstrated in Figures 5
and 6, which show DAOPHOT’s stellar CMD and SExtractor’s
CMDs for stars and galaxies, respectively. From the figures, it is
clear that the stellar sample defined by SExtractor contains far
fewer blue contaminants than the DAOPHOT sample. Specifi-
cally, SExtractor’s point-source CMD shows only a handful of
objects blueward of the red giant branch, none of which lie on any
stellar sequence. Moreover, several of these blue objects appear
slightly extended to the eye, suggesting that they are marginally
resolved background galaxies. Conversely, SExtractor’s galaxy
CMD shows no evidence of a red locus but does show a signifi-
cant population of objects in the blue part of the diagram. This
strongly suggests that the blue objects present in DAOPHOT’s
CMD are not stars.
The results of the above experiment led us to use both SExtractor
and DAOPHOT for our photometry. In general, we used the
SExtractor classification algorithm to define our sample of in-
tracluster stars but then turned to DAOPHOT for the actual pho-
tometric measurements. The resulting CMD, which includes
5800 stars, is shown in Figure 7 (left). It contains the following
objects:
1. Sources detected in both bands by both programs and clas-
sified as stars by SExtractor. These objects were assigned their
DAOPHOT magnitudes.
2. Small sources (roundness<0.1) detected in both bands by
DAOPHOT but not detected in both bands by SExtractor. These
were also assigned their DAOPHOT magnitudes.
3. Sources detected in only one band byDAOPHOT but found
in both bands and classified as stars by SExtractor. These objects
were assigned their DAOPHOT magnitude in one band and their
SExtractor magnitude in the other.
To determine our photometric error and completeness, an iden-
tical set of criteria were applied to our artificial star experiments.
The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 4. The sim-
ulations show that our completeness fraction falls below 50% at
mF814W  28:5 and mF606W  29:2.
2.2.2. Control Field Imaging
As Figure 6 shows, even SExtractor misclassifies some objects,
especially near the frame limit (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). Conse-
quently, in order to further reduce our background contamination,
we used the identical analysis techniques on a different high Ga-
lactic latitude field with presumably no intracluster stars: theHST
Ultra Deep Field (UDF; Beckwith et al. 2006). We began by de-
fining subsets of UDF images that matched the depth and noise
characteristics of our Virgo images. For the F606W filter, we col-
lected a series of exposures that matched our 63,440 s image. To
Fig. 3.—A 1A0 ; 0A8 portion of our ACS field. In the image, blue represents 2 ; F606W F814W, green represents F606W, and red represents F814W. White
circles indicate the positions of some objects that match the image PSF and are probable intracluster stars.
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mimic our F814W data set, we summed 43,200 s of UDF expo-
sures through the F775W filter; this longer exposure time com-
pensated for the filter’s 39% narrower bandpass.
We ran the UDF data through the same analysis routines
(MultiDrizzle, DAOPHOT, SExtractor) as our Virgo data and
converted the UDF’s F775WVega magnitudes to I-band (F814W
equivalent) magnitudes using the transformation coefficients of
Sirianni et al. (2005). Only 530 sources in the UDF field passed
our point-source classification criteria. Since theUDF presumably
contains no stars at the distance of the Virgo Cluster, this result
implies that only10% of the point sources in our program field
are contaminants. We do note that the UDF is at a lower Galactic
latitude (b ¼ 54) than Virgo (b ¼ þ74); thus, our statistical
subtraction of point sources may contain an additional systematic
error. However, simpleGalacticmodels, such as that byBahcall &
Soneira (1980), predict that only 1
4
of the unresolved sources in
the UDF field belong to the Milky Way Galaxy. Moreover, the
lower Galactic latitude of the UDF is more than offset by its l ¼
223 longitude, which is more toward the Galactic anticenter than
our Virgo field (l ¼ 280). Consequently, the Galactic contribu-
tion to the two fields should differ by no more than10%. Since
there are only 530 point sources in the UDF to begin with, this
translates into a 1% systematic uncertainty in the Virgo field
source counts.
A CMD of the UDF’s ‘‘point sources’’ is shown in Figure 7
(middle). Clearly, this diagram shows no evidence of a red giant
Fig. 4.—Results of artificial star experiments in the final F814W frame performed using both DAOPHOT and SExtractor. Top: Measured F814W VEGAmag
magnitude plotted against the residual magnitude (measured minus input) as determined by DAOPHOT.Middle: Same diagram using the measurements of SExtractor.
Note the presence of a systematic error at magnitudes fainter than mF814W  28. Bottom: Same diagram using our combined DAOPHOT and SExtractor selection and
measurement criteria. This procedure provided the best combination of depth and photometric accuracy.
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branch. Furthermore, the colors and magnitudes of the unresolved
sources in the UDF field are similar to those of the nonstellar ob-
jects seen in Virgo (i.e., Fig. 6). This agreement, which is consis-
tent with the results of SExtractor, confirms that the blue objects in
our intracluster star CMD are mostly marginally resolved or un-
resolved background galaxies. It also validates the use of the UDF
data as a control for determining the amount of contaminants in
our intracluster field.
To statistically remove these objects, we deleted from the
Virgo point-source catalog the closest match to each UDF point
source in color-magnitude space. If no Virgo source was within
a 0.15 mag radius circle of the UDF source, no source was re-
moved. This radius was chosen to be similar to the photometric
errors of faint sources and to the separation between points in
color-magnitude space for bright objects. However, the exact ra-
dius has little impact on the results of the subtraction. If a 0.2 mag
radius is adopted, only 12 more stars are removed from the dia-
gram. If this restriction is removed entirely, then the background-
subtracted CMD becomes somewhat less populated, although the
metallicity and age distributions inferred for the population re-
main essentially unchanged (see below). As implemented, the pro-
cedure resulted in the exclusion of 470 (of a possible 530) objects
from the point-source catalog and reduced the expected amount of
contamination in our intracluster field to 1%. The 5300 stars
remaining in the Virgo intracluster sample are shown in Figure 7
(right).
2.3. Measuring the Metallicity Distribution
A quick look at the final CMD of Figure 7 demonstrates that
the width of Virgo’s red giant branch is significantly greater than
Fig. 5.—CMD of objects in our field identified by DAOFIND. Only objects
that appear in both F814Wand F606Wand are classified by DAOPHOTas point
sources are plotted. Note that in addition to an RGB, there are a substantial num-
ber of ‘‘blue’’ objects with F606W F814W < 0:5.
Fig. 6.—CMD of objects in our field as measured with aperture photometry via SExtractor. Open squares show the rms errors as a function of magnitude. Left:Objects
classified as stars by the SExtractor star/galaxy value. TheRGB is clearly visible.Right:Objects classified as galaxies by the SExtractor star/galaxy value. No obvious RGB
is detected. Note that most galaxies lie to the blue of the RGB stellar locus.
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the scatter due to photometric errors (given in Table 1). This
demonstrates that the intracluster stars possess a range of met-
allicities (see arguments in, e.g., Zinn 1980). Also obvious is the
small number of stars brighter than the RGB tip, which is located
at mF814W  27. This small quantity is strongly suggestive of a
very old population, with t  10 Gyr. In addition, the CMD con-
tains few, if any, objects with the colors of upper main sequence
or blue-loop stars (V  I < 0). This excludes the possible pres-
ence of a very young component (<30Myr) in this region of intra-
cluster space. Finally, the RGB tip appears sharp, suggesting that
the stars in our field are not distributed over a very wide range in
distance.
To quantify these conclusions, we analyzed the CMD of Fig-
ure 7 with the StarFISH 2 minimization code of Harris &
Zaritsky (2001). This software package treats an observed color-
magnitude diagram as a superposition of eigenpopulations, each
defined through the convolution of a theoretical isochrone with
the photometric error and completeness function. The code then
finds the linear combination of parameters that minimizes the 2
difference between the observed Hess diagram and the synthetic
diagram. The base isochrones chosen for analysis were those
of Girardi et al. (2002), which have been updated to reproduce
colors from theHSTACS filter set.13 This data set includes mod-
els with log ages of 8.5, 9.0, 9.35, 9.65, 9.9, and 10.1 and met-
allicities of Z ¼ 0:0001, 0.0004, 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, and 0.019
(see Fig. 8 for examples). Because our observations only extend
1.5 mag down the red giant branch (with >50% completeness),
our analysis was completely insensitive to the assumed slope of
the initial mass function. (We adopted a Salpeter [1955] slope for
this relation.) The photometric error and completeness estimates
were taken directly from the results of our artificial star experi-
ments, and the fits were performed using both 0.1 and 0.2 mag
bin sizes to check for consistency. Finally, to refine our sensitiv-
ity to metallicity, we also included in our input grid an interpo-
lated set of isochrones at Z ¼ 0:0025. We experimented with
using additional isochrone grids in the metallicity range between
Z ¼ 0:004 and 0.019, but these did not significantly alter our
results and added many more free parameters to the model.
The only remaining parameters required for the model were
the stars’ reddening and distance. For the foreground reddening,
we adopted the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE ) DIRBE-
based differential extinction ofE(B V ) ¼ 0:025 (Schlegel et al.
1998). This value is close to the Burstein&Heiles (1982) estimate
of E(B V ) ¼ 0:030 and, with a Cardelli et al. (1989) redden-
ing law, translates into total extinctions of AF606W ¼ 0:069 and
AF814W ¼ 0:045 (see Sirianni et al. 2005).
Unfortunately, obtaining a distance constraint is not so simple.
Thanks in large part to the HST Key Project (Freedman et al.
2001), there is now general agreement about the distance to the
main body of the Virgo Cluster, with Cepheids (Freedman et al.
2001), the surface brightness fluctuation method (Tonry et al.
[2001] as recalibrated by Jensen et al. 2003), and the planetary
nebula luminosity function (Jacoby et al. 1990; Ciardullo et al.
1998) all producing distances between 14.5 and 15.8Mpc. How-
ever, the situation with regard to our intracluster stars is more
TABLE 1
Photometric Errors Determined from Artificial Star Tests
mF814W
(Vegamag)
mF814W rms Error
(mag)
F606W F814W rms Error
(mag)
26.0............................. 0.03 0.03
26.5............................. 0.04 0.04
27................................ 0.06 0.06
27.5............................. 0.09 0.10
28................................ 0.14 0.16
28.5............................. 0.21 0.26
29.0............................. 0.27 0.34
Fig. 7.—Left: CMD of objects in our field that match the combination of DAOPHOT and SExtractor criteria for stars. No background objects have been removed.
Middle:CMD of objects in our UDF control field that match the combination of DAOPHOTand SExtractor criteria for stars. Thick error bars show the rms errors for all
of the data (see Table 1) as a function of magnitude. Right: Final CMD used for measuring the metallicity distribution of Virgo’s intracluster component, in which back-
ground objects have been subtracted away.
13 See http://pleiadi.pd.astro.it / isoc_photsys.02/isoc_photsys.02.html.
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complex. The Virgo Cluster is highly elongated along our line of
sight, extending from14 to22Mpc (West &Blakeslee 2000;
Solanes et al. 2002), and the complex intracluster features seen
by Mihos et al. (2005) likely span a range of distances. In addi-
tion, the intracluster stars plotted in Figure 7 are not necessarily
associated with the core of Virgo. As illustrated in Figure 1, our
field is located midway between Virgo’s central cD galaxy M87
andM86, a galaxy whose group is known to be falling into Virgo
from behind (e.g., Jacoby et al. 1990; Binggeli et al. 1993;
Bo¨hringer et al. 1994). Thus, the intracluster stars that we ob-
serve may be from either (or neither) of these systems.
Fortunately, the RGB is a distance indicator in itself: for old
metal-poor populations, the absolute magnitude of the brightest
RGB stars is independent of metallicity. Moreover, although the
RGB tip does fade in metal-rich systems, the shape of the giant
branch and itsmaximummagnitude are still predictable (DaCosta
& Armandroff 1990; Lee et al. 1993). Consequently, we can use
the StarFISH program to find the distance that best fits the RGB of
our field. By doing so, we can reduce the effects of any distance-
dependent systematic error, and derive our metallicities in a com-
pletely self-consistent manner.
To do this, we ran the StarFISH code using a series of assumed
distances, each time binning the synthetic CMD into 0:1 mag ;
0:1 mag intervals, ignoring the asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
contribution to the CMD for the oldest ages, and using its down-
hill simplex ‘‘amoeba’’ algorithm (Press et al. 1992) to minimize
the difference between the model and the observations. The un-
certainties in this model were then defined by starting from the
best-fit solution and varying each parameter in turn, until the over-
all 2 increased by 5%. Therefore, the errors do not take into
account any problems that may exist in the RGB models them-
selves. The procedure yielded a best-fitting distance modulus of
(mM )0 ¼ 31:05  0:05 (16 Mpc). Our subsequent metallic-
ity and age measurements for the stellar population depend little
on this exact number.
As mentioned above, in performing our Hess diagram fits, we
ignored the contribution of AGB stars in our oldest models. Our
field contains very few stars brighter than theRGB, thus suggesting
Fig. 8.—Subset of the Girardi et al. isochrones for our HSTACS filters superposed on the observed Hess diagram of our Virgo field. In each panel, the isochrones
represent stars with metallicities of Z ¼ 0:0001, 0.0004, 0.001, 0.0025, 0.004, 0.008, and 0.019, with redder isochrones corresponding to higher values of Z. Each
panel displays a different age. Upper left: log (age) ¼ 10:1; the contribution of the AGB was removed from these isochrones. Upper right: log (age) ¼ 9:65. Lower
left: log (age) ¼ 9:0. Lower right: log (age) ¼ 8:5.
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that the intracluster stars of Virgo are mostly very old (>10 Gyr).
Yet even our oldest Girardi et al. (2002) models overpredict the
number of stars in this part of the color-magnitude diagram. This
is a general property of all our fits: regardless of age,metallicity, or
initialmass function, theAGBpopulation produced by themodels
is much greater than that seen in the data. Consequently, the pres-
ence of this component limited the quality of our fits to2/ ¼ 3:8.
One possible explanation for the AGB anomaly lies in these
isochrones’ treatment of mass loss. As a population ages and its
turnoff mass declines, the details of mass loss become more and
more important, and a slight increase in the mass-loss efficiency,
, can lead to the premature termination of the AGB phase or even
its complete elimination (e.g., Greggio & Renzini 1990). More-
over, the initialmassYfinalmass relation,which is used to calibrate
the Girardi et al. (2002)AGBmass-loss law, is particularly ill con-
strained at the low-mass limit (Herwig 1995; Weidemann 2000).
Thus, it is not surprising that models have difficulty with this
phase of stellar evolution. Indeed, an examination of the color-
magnitude diagrams of some of the Galaxy’s oldest globular clus-
ters confirms the rarity of bright AGB stars (e.g., see Buonanno
et al. 1985; Durrell & Harris 1993).
Because the AGB phase is difficult to model and likely to be-
come less populated as the system’s age increases, we experi-
mented with varying the importance of this stage of evolution. In
one case, we removed the phase entirely from all of our input iso-
chrones; in another, we eliminated theAGB in all isochrones older
than 10 Gyr but kept the stage in the younger models. These ex-
periments, described in detail in x 3.2, provided valuable insight
about the metallicity distribution of the stars in our field, as well
as the limitations of our data.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Spatial Distribution
The Virgo Cluster is known to have a significant line-of-sight
depth, which ranges from 15 to 22 Mpc (West & Blakeslee
2000; Solanes et al. 2002). Yet, from the paucity of stars detected
above the nominal tip of our red giant branch, it is clear that the
stars of our intracluster survey region are not nearly so spread out.
This suggests that Virgo’s diffuse population is structured.
To quantify this statement, we can examine the luminosity
function of likely RGB stars in Virgo’s intracluster space. This is
done in Figure 9, where we compare the observed distribution of
stars to that predicted by our best-fitting model. Both the model
and the data display a sharp edge at F814W  27, which is in-
dicative of the tip of the red giant branch. However, the discon-
tinuity present in the data is much less pronounced than that in the
model. This shallower break, alongwith the recovery at F814W 
27:4, indicates that at least some of our RGB stars are distributed
along the line of sight.
The strength of the break in the Virgo luminosity function dem-
onstrates that 70% of the stars in our intracluster field are at a
common distance of 16 Mpc (0.1 mag). The other 30% of
the population extends beyond the main clump by 0.3 mag.
Interestingly, this spread is consistent with the line-of-sight depth
inferred from intracluster planetary nebula (PN) photometry, al-
though the PN data are more sensitive to objects in the foreground
rather than the background (Ciardullo et al. 1998; Arnaboldi et al.
2002; Feldmeier et al. 2004a). The spread in distance is also con-
sistent with conclusions of Arnaboldi et al. (2004), who used ra-
dial velocity measurements to show that Virgo’s intracluster PNs
are kinematically not well mixed.
If the intracluster stars of Virgo are not well mixed, then our
ACS field may not be typical of the rest of Virgo, and the met-
allicity distribution that we determinemay not be representative of
that of the Virgo Cluster as a whole. Recent cosmological sim-
ulations (Murante et al. 2006) predict that, although most
intracluster stars have their origins in massive galaxies, a size-
able fraction of the population comes from the dissolved remains
of lower mass objects. These models also predict that the ratio of
these two components will change with distance: the larger the
distance from the cluster-dominant galaxy, the higher the frac-
tion of disintegrated galaxies. If this prediction is true, then the
metallicity distribution function of the diffuse component should
also change, and the values measured in our ACS field, which is
200 kpc from M87, might be lower than the average for the
cluster.
While large-scale variations in the intracluster light metallic-
ity can only be checked by analyzing further judiciously spaced
fields, we can use our current data to test for small-scale varia-
tions in the intracluster stellar population. To do this, we created
two samples of intracluster stars from our final catalog, the first
consisting of stars brighter than mF814W ¼ 28 and with 0:65 <
F606W F814W < 1:0 (the color of the tip of the RGB for
½M/H < 1:7), and the other comprised of stars brighter than
mF814W ¼ 28 andwith 1:25 < F606W F814W < 2:4 (the color
of the RGB tip for ½M/H > 1:2). This procedure produced
two sets of 1600 stars; we then analyzed the spatial distribution
of these stars by dividing our ACS field into a 6 ; 6 grid (ignor-
ing the region surrounding the resolved dwarf galaxy and the chip
gap). This grid size provided enough resolution to detect spatial
variationswithin our fieldwhile limiting the errors due to counting
statistics to less than 20%.
Overall, the distribution of intracluster stars in our field is fairly
homogeneous. However, the bluest (most metal-poor) stars show
significant inhomogeneities on the scale of about one-half the field
size (5 kpc). In particular, the dwarf galaxy described in Durrell
et al. (2007) is part of a higher density region of metal-poor stars,
which is possibly a stream that runs through the field. When
Fig. 9.—Histograms of the tip of the RGB in our best model CMD (light his-
togram) andour data (darkhistogram).Whileboth showasharp edge atF814W  27,
the edge seen in the data is shorter and shows a level portion before recovering to
the level of the model, consistent with the possibility of a few megaparsecs of
depth in our field along the line of sight.
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Fig. 10.—Metallicity distribution function of intracluster stars inferred from the StarFISH CMD model fits. Top row: Resulting metallicity distribution when the fits are
performed using the rawGirardi isochrones. Top left: Fraction of stars in eachmetallicity bin with ages >10 Gyr. Topmiddle: Fraction of stars in eachmetallicity bin with ages
<10Gyr. Top right:Overall fraction of stars in eachmetallicity bin.Middle row: Same as top, but using theGirardi et al. isochrones, with the AGB contribution removed from
models older than 10 Gyr. Bottom row: Same as top, but using the Girardi et al. isochrones, with the AGB contribution completely removed from the models.
compared to a random distribution, the observed distribution of
metal-poor stars has a 2/ ¼ 7, which equates to a probability
of less than 1030. For comparison, similar analyses for the metal-
rich stars and the full sample yield 2/ ¼ 2:7 (P  4:7 ; 107)
and 2/ ¼ 2:6 (P  1:4 ; 106). The fact that the metal-poor
stars show considerablymore structure than the metal-rich objects
presumably means that these objects either were liberated more
recently or originated in a smaller object. A detailed discussion of
the spatial distribution of these intracluster giantswill be presented
in a separate paper.
3.2. Age and Metallicity Distribution
3.2.1. Fitting the CMD
The results of the StarFISH analysis are shown in Figures 10Y
13. Figures 10 and 11 show the best-fitting metallicity and age
distributions, respectively; Figure 12 compares our model CMDs
with the actual data. Note that because our observations do not
reach the red clump, the horizontal branch, or the main-sequence
turnoff, our ability to determine the age distribution of Virgo’s
intracluster stars is limited. Younger stars do populate the RGB
somewhat differently than older objects—in general, they are
slightly bluer for the same metallicity—but most of our leverage
on age comes from the AGB. Unfortunately, as discussed above,
models of AGB evolution are fraught with uncertainty, and any
result that depends solely on the fit to this area of the color-
magnitude diagram is not robust. Moreover, all models that use
the Girardi et al. (2002) isochrones, regardless of age, metallicity,
or initialmass function, overpredict the number of VirgoAGBstars.
Thus, to examine the effect of the AGB on our analysis, we created
three different sets of models: one based on the raw isochrones with
the AGB included, one in which the AGB component was ex-
cluded from the very oldest (t >10 Gyr) models, and one in which
no AGB stars were fit.
The quality of these fits varied considerably.When the AGB is
included in the fits, 2/ ¼ 3:8; when this component is removed
(and the fit is restricted to stars with mF814W > 26:5), 
2/ drops
to 1.9. The best results are obtained from the model that includes
the AGB for all but the oldest stars; in this case 2/ ¼ 1:6. Fig-
ure 12 illustrates the reason for this improvement.
As Figure 12 illustrates, when we fit the observed CMD using
the raw Girardi et al. (2002) isochrones, our best-fitting model
underpredicts the number ofmetal-poor RGB stars (mF814W > 27,
F606W F814W < 1:0) but overpredicts the number of old,
metal-poor AGB stars (mF814W < 27, F606W F814W < 1:0).
Clearly, metal-poor RGB stars are present, but the model cannot
match the ratio of RGB stars to AGB stars, even for the old-
est ages. When the AGB is removed from the oldest isochrones,
the fit is much improved: StarFISH can increase the number of old,
metal-poor (½M/H < 1:5) stars tomatch theRGB,without over-
populating the AGB component. If the AGB is removed com-
pletely from the analysis and the fit is restricted to the RGB stars,
then one full magnitude of CMD space is lost, as magnitudes
brighter than mF814W < 26:5 are not included in the fit. The
smaller number of degrees of freedom causes a slight increase in
2/, but the fit still requires a metal-poor (½M/H < 1:5) com-
ponent of the population.
Finally, we note that, although we have not included it in our
2 calculations, there is one additional constraint that can be ap-
plied to our analysis. According to the ultradeep surface photom-
etry of Mihos et al. (2005) the total V-band surface brightness in
our field is V  27:7. About one-half of this is due to back-
ground galaxies: if we form a V-band log N -log S curve from
the nonYpoint sources in our field (using the transformations of
Sirianni et al. 2005) and extrapolate the observed power law to
mV  30, then the total surface brightness in galaxies is V 
28:6. This implies that the total stellar surface brightness in our
field is V  28:3.
We can compare this value to the results of the StarFISH code.
Our fits produce models for the age and metallicity of Virgo’s
intracluster RGB andAGBpopulations. If we use a Salpeter (1955)
initial mass function to extrapolate the star counts down the main
sequence (toMF814W ¼ þ7), then our fits also yield the total num-
ber of stars in our field and the stellar surface brightness. This value
must come close to matching the results of the broadband surface
photometry for the model to be plausible.
In fact, the best-fit solution without AGB stars far exceeds the
observational constraint, producing aV-band surface brightness of
V  27:1. The high surface brightness occurs with the addition
Fig. 11.—Top row: Age distribution of Virgo’s intracluster stars as derived
by the StarFISH minimization code from the raw Girardi et al. isochrones. Top
left: Fraction of stars of each age present in the model. Top right:Histogram and
error bars marking the mean metallicity and uncertainty of each age bin. The dark
crosses mark the median metallicity of the bin.Middle row: Same as top, but using
the Girardi et al. isochroneswith the AGB contribution removed frommodels older
than 10 Gyr. Bottom row: Same as top, but using the Girardi et al. isochrones
with the AGB contribution completely removed from the models.
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of intermediate-aged, metal-poor stars, which require the presence
of bright main-sequence turnoff stars below our magnitude limit.
If such bright main-sequence stars were present in our field, the
total surface brightness would clearly be higher (even though we
would not detect the stars in our data). On the other hand, if the
metal-poor stars are old, the associated main-sequence stars
below our magnitude limit are fainter, keeping the total surface
brightness within the observational constraint.
Because the presence of an intermediate-age, metal-poor pop-
ulation would apparently increase the total surface brightness of
Fig. 12.—Left:Observed CMDof the intracluster stars in our field.Middle:Our best-fit model CMDwith the AGB included in the stellar evolutionmodels. The inset
gray-scale plot shows the 2 distribution, where darker areas represent regions where the predicted stellar density is larger than that observed. Note the underreproduced
metal-poor RGB and the overreproduced metal-poor AGB. Right:Our best-fit model CMD with the AGB excluded from stellar evolution models with t  10 Gyr. The
inset gray-scale plot again shows the 2 distribution, where darker areas represent regions where the model overpredicts the number of stars. Note the excellent
agreement between the data and the model.
Fig. 13.—Left: Contribution of stars younger than 10 Gyr to our best-fit model CMD. Right: Contribution of stars older than 10 Gyr to our best-fit model CMD;
the AGB was excluded from the isochrones for these ages.
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the intracluster medium to a level that is inconsistent with obser-
vations, the solution obtained from completely removing the
AGB from the models, although instructive, is not viable. The
other models both produce a value for the integrated light that is
much closer to that observed, V  28:1. Because of the uncer-
tainties associated with AGBmass loss (especially in old, metal-
poor stars) and because the solution that omits the AGB for t >
10 Gyr populations has a much better 2/ than the models that
include the AGB, this model is our preferred solution.
3.2.2. Metallicity and Age
In contrast to the problem of age, our F606W F814W color-
magnitude diagram is a good probe of population metallicity. As
Figure 10 shows, the metallicity distribution function of Virgo’s
intracluster stars is also affected by the exclusion of the AGB
from the models, and the effects help to show the problem with
including the AGB for all ages. After using our experiments to
decipher the most likely age and metallicity distribution of the
stars in our field, we can begin to compare the results with those
of numerical simulations.
As Figure 11 illustrates, Virgo’s intracluster population is
dominated by old, metal-poor stars. Our best-fitting model sug-
gests that 70%Y80% of the stars have ages that are greater than
10Gyr; these stars have amedianmetallicity of ½M/H  1:3
and a mean metallicity of ½M/H  1:0 and fall in the range
2:5P ½M/HP0:7. However, there is some evidence for
the existence of a younger, metal-rich component. To reproduce
the observed color-magnitude diagram and not overpopulate the
AGB, at least two age components are needed. Moreover, as
Figure 10 demonstrates, themetallicity distribution function of the
younger (t < 10 Gyr) component clearly peaks at a much higher
value than that for the oldest stars.According to our best-fitmodel,
the younger (more metal-rich) component makes up46% of the
stars present in our H-R diagram. Note, however, that when inte-
grated over the entire mass function, the importance of this popu-
lation is much less, i.e., only 20%Y30% of the population.
If StarFISH is forced to fit the AGB population using the raw
Girardi et al. (2002) isochrones, then the fraction of metal-poor
stars inferred for Virgo is significantly less and there are almost
no stars more metal-poor than ½M/H<1:5. However, the blue
side of the RGB is not properly reproduced, demonstrating that
this result is not reliable. In both cases in which the AGB is at least
partially excluded from the isochrones, the results show a very
metal-poor component (½M/H  2), which is clearly seen in
the observed RGB. Our surface brightness tests further suggest
that the metal-poor component is old (see x 3.2.1 for details).
Our observations are not directly sensitive to metal-rich stars.
Because of the effects of line blanketing, old solar-metallicity
stars at the tip of the RGB are not brighter than mF606W  30:5
(see Fig. 8). Since this is more than 1 mag below our detection
limit, our analysis does not formally exclude the existence of such
a population. However, two pieces of evidence argue against this
possibility. The first comes from the number of unmatched point
sources detected on the F814W image. In our Virgo intracluster
field, there are 960 pointlike sources brighter thanmF814W ¼ 28:5
present in F814Wbut invisible in F606W; in theUDF, the number
of such objects is 12. Since a total of 5300 stars were detected in
both F814Wand F606W, this number suggests that the fraction of
very metal-rich stars in our field is 15%. This is consistent with
the StarFISH results.
A second limit on the contribution of old, very metal-rich stars
to the intracluster population comes from the observed background
surface brightness. As discussed above, after the contribution of
background galaxies is removed, the implied surface brightness
of our best-fit model is an excellent match to the surface photom-
etry results of Mihos et al. (2005). This agreement leaves little
room for an extra component of metal-rich stars.
Evidence fromultradeep surface photometry (Mihos et al. 2005),
planetary nebula spectroscopy (Arnaboldi et al. 2004), and our
star counts all suggest that Virgo’s intracluster component is not
well mixed. This opens up the possibility that our results are not
representative of the Virgo Cluster as a whole. Nevertheless, we
can draw some general conclusions from our observations. The
most obvious is that Virgo’s intracluster stars do not come from a
Population III source. Since the fraction of extremely metal-poor
stars is low, the stars must have been predominantly formed in-
side of galaxies and subsequently removed.
Finally, themetallicity and age distributions derived byStarFISH
are similar to that generally predicted by simulations (Murante et al.
2004;Willman et al. 2004; Sommer-Larsen et al. 2005).While the
details of these models vary, most agree that the diffuse compo-
nent should be old. The data displayed in Figure 11 support this
result. However, the metallicities derived for our intracluster
field are somewhat lower than that expected by theory. For ex-
ample, Sommer-Larsen et al. (2005) predict a metallicity distri-
bution function that peaks in the range ½Fe/H  0:3 to 0:4,
while Willman et al. (2004) infer metallicities that are similar to
those of intermediate-luminosity galaxies. If there is any discrep-
ancy between the data and models, it lies in the fact that the ob-
served metallicity distribution function appears to be dominated
by values lower than this. However, because the high-metallicity
component has a much larger effect on a system’s mean metallic-
ity than its median metallicity, our mean [M/H] value is still con-
sistent with ½M/Hk1 (see Fig. 10, right). Our metallicity
result is therefore most consistent with the simulations ofWillman
et al. (2004) and is somewhat discrepant with those of Sommer-
Larsen et al. (2005).
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have used the ACS to obtain deep F606W and F814W
images of red giant stars in the intracluster space of Virgo about
halfway betweenM86 andM87. These images reach tomF814W 
28:5, extend 1.5 mag down Virgo’s red giant branch, and in-
clude5300 intracluster stars. Careful evaluation and subtraction
of the galaxy background using the UDF demonstrate that the
RGB is much wider than can be explained by our photometric
errors.
Fits of these data to theoretical stellar evolution models and
comparisons to ultradeep surface photometry suggest that Virgo’s
intracluster population in this field is dominated by low-metallicity
stars (½M/HP1) with ages k10 Gyr. However, the field ap-
pears to contain stars of the full range of metallicities probed
(2:3  ½M/H  0:0). Our measurements show that there is a
significant number of very metal-poor (½M/H<1:5) stars
present in the field. Our data also provide an estimate for the
amount of solar metallicity stars; although our F606W observa-
tions do not reach the tip of the very metal-rich RGB, star counts
and ultradeep surface photometry both constrain this population
to be P20%. Stars with ½M/H > 0:5 appear to be younger than
the rest of the population, but, interestingly, it is the metal-poor
stars that exhibit more spatial structure. Overall, the data suggest
that Virgo’s intracluster stars are not well mixed and havemultiple
origins.
The dominant low-metallicity component is a surprise, and the
result could be used to argue that dwarf galaxies are an important
source of intracluster stars. However, because stars are expected
to be removed from the outer, metal-poor regions of galaxies dur-
ing tidal interactions, larger galaxies might also contribute to the
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intracluster population. For example, studies of the scale lengths
of the disks of spiral galaxies in Coma show that they are smaller
than those of similar galaxies in the field, suggesting that some
stars from the outer parts of the disks are disrupted by harassment
(Aguerri et al. 2004; Gutie´rrez et al. 2004). In any case, the wide
range of metallicities seen in our data allows for contributions
from many galaxy types.
Our measurement of the metallicity distribution of Virgo’s intra-
cluster stars provides a new constraint for models of the formation
and evolution of galaxy clusters. Previously, this diffuse com-
ponent was constrained only by star counts and very few radial
velocity measurements. Along with the data provided by the four
intracluster globular clusters present in our field (Williams et al.
2007), our results should facilitate the development of the next
generation of models for the dynamical evolution of galaxies in
clusters.
Support for this work was provided by NASA through grant
NAG5-9377 and through grant GO-10131 from the Space Tele-
scope Science Institute. We would like to thank Tom Brown for
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